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The Betrothed Lovers
"Marilyn Campbell never fails to deliver an outstanding story!" ~ Ellen Wulf, Verified Reviewer High-School Sweethearts Reunite to Solve a Murder in
Time to Save Mankind in SOME TIME AWAY a Paranormal Time-Travel Romance by Marilyn Campbell -- Present Day and 1927, Crystal Island, Off the
Coast of Southeast Florida –- Tales of ghosts and paranormal activity throughout Crystal Island entice Noah Nash to set his next horror novel in the
Davenport Hotel, off the south-east Florida coast. But his reason for bringing Maggie Harrison on as an assistant is entirely personal. Working for a temp
agency, Maggie agrees to the assignment, doubting the now famous author will even remember her from their high-school days. But, unbeknownst to the
would-be lovers, they have been selected by an otherworldly organization to travel back to 1927 and solve an impossible murder at The Davenport. Succeed
and a happily-ever-after is theirs. Fail and they will lose much more than each other. Publisher's Note: Readers who enjoy romance, sex and mystery as well
as fans of Callie Langridge, Bethany Claire, Gillian Doyle and Barbara Longley will certainly enjoy Marilyn Campbell's delightfully fun romp through
time. "This author knows how to write love stories. If you enjoy an easy read, with lots of romance and sex, this is the one for you." ~Ramcy, Verified
Reviewer THE LOVERS IN TIME SERIES, in order Out of Time Just in Time Some Time Away It's About Time THE INNERWORLD AFFAIRS
SERIES, in order Romulus Falcon Gallant Gabriel Logan Roman Blaze MARILYN CAMPBELL has been published in the genres of suspense, futuristic,
time-travel, paranormal, erotic and lighthearted contemporary romances, non-fiction metaphysical works and has had a screenplay produced. A true thrilljunkie, she has jumped out of an airplane, raced around the Indy 500 track, driven solo throughout the United States and believes a labyrinth walk under the
full moon can have magical results. Unfortunately, Marilyn has not yet figured out how to time-travelexcept in her stories. She currently resides in western
Massachusetts.
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Success with Flowers, a Floral Magazine
The Chocolate Lovers' Wedding
Outlaws And Lovers by Kathleen Korbel\Naomi Horton\Emilie Richards released on Jun 24, 1996 is available now for purchase.
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This is a book about the power of love over all else. Both Danai and Fadzai are first-born children and expectations were understandably very high. The
central message here is that parents need to impart all they believe their offspring need to get and this needs to be during the formative years. Young adults
are subjected to societal influences that may not be in line with what the parents have in mind. Life lessons must be given but respect of the young mind is
critical to maintain balance. Most parents find that they are busy with the day-to-day life demands, to the extent that their offspring are left to find their
ways. Outside influences end up shaping the young minds. In this true story the challenge came when the two young adults fell in love and decided to
marry. Their love was stronger than all efforts to separate them.

Outlaws and Lovers
The Family Herald
A wonderful story of love, romance and friendship from readers' favourite and the Sunday Time Top Ten bestselling Carole Matthews. Perfect for fans of
Jill Mansell and Milly Johnson. The ladies of The Chocolate Lovers' Club should be gearing up for the wedding of the year but life keeps getting in the way
. . . Lucy is worried about her financial situation and it keeps distracting her. Should she accept an offer of help from an untrustworthy source? Nadia may
have a real chance at finding love but other areas of her life aren't so rosy. Something needs to change - but what? Autumn can't wait to meet someone she
hasn't seen in a very long time. She's full of hope for the future but then things don't exactly go to plan . . . Chantal has been through so much and she's
finally starting to feel settled. The last thing she needs is the kind of bad news that could change her life all over again. And yet, despite all the ups and
downs, the Chocolate Lovers' ladies know they can get through it all as long as they have each other. They're not going to let anything get in the way of
their happy-ever-afters in . . . The Chocolate Lovers' Wedding.
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Prairie Farmer
Brooklyn New Monthly Magazine
The Guernsey Magazine
The Films of John Schlesinger
Some Time Away (Lovers in Time Series, Book 3)
The adventures of Peregrine Pickle. In which are included, memoirs of a lady of quality
The city, with its manifold distractions and violence, its invitation to intoxication and dream, had long served to represent the experience of modernity in
works of art at the time John Schlesinger made his acclaimed urban documentary ‘Terminus’ in 1961. To be a reader of the city was to be a reader of
modern life, and Schlesinger was a discriminating, at times relentless, reader of the city throughout his career, especially in his three greatest films,
‘Midnight Cowboy’, ‘Sunday Bloody Sunday’ and ‘The Day of the Locust’, set in New York, London and Los Angeles, respectively. His characterdriven stories, evocation of the significance of the everyday, and insistence on ambiguities of situation and motive – all qualities he was known for – point
to literary influences that reach back to the nineteenth century and earlier. ‘The Films of John Schlesinger’ is not only the first book to fully acknowledge
those influences, but also the first book to explicate the power of his art to capture the modern, urban experiences of becoming an adult in an atmosphere
that relentlessly promotes fantasies of success and wealth; of coming to terms with one’s national identity in the context of international politics; and of
attempting to transform the past, both personal and cultural, into a viable present.
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Having presented the definitive portrait of the enlightened male in THE MODERN GENTLEMAN, Phineas Mollod and Jason Tesauro explore affairs of
the heart (and temptations of the loins) in this rollicking sequel. The authors begin by charting the life of the evolved bachelor, offering sage advice on such
topics as ‚ÄúOne-Night Stands,‚Äù ‚ÄúDemystifying the Flogger,‚Äù and ‚ÄúWebslinging‚Äù (dating online). Mollod and Tesauro next contemplate
the transitional man's path from the ‚ÄúMe Cycle‚Äù to the ‚ÄúWe Cycle.‚Äù Whether you are trying to convince close friends of the charms of your
new love or testing the long arm of puritanical parents by ‚ÄúLiving in Sin,‚Äù Mollod and Tesauro have a stiff drink and cool counsel at the ready. And
for those modern bachelors who are getting hitched, the authors have copious advice on staging an unorthodox wedding with class, managing the financial
merger, stoking the bedroom coals, and embarking on ‚ÄúDaddy Detox.‚Äù Packed with sharp wit and insightful commentary, THE MODERN LOVER is
the definitive guide for guys negotiating the road from bachelor pad to bedroom fads to brand-new dad. This sequel to THE MODERN GENTLEMAN
(40,000 copies sold) offers essential advice and instills savoir faire for avowed bachelors (rounding out the sexual resume; test-driving toys and tolerances),
serial monogamists (balancing provocative friendships with at-home loyalties; avoiding the dreaded state of ‚ÄúP-Whipped‚Äù), and husbands-to-be
(managing in-laws and outlaws; minding ‚ÄúLights & Darks‚Äù). Mollod and Tesauro are monthly manners columnists for Men's Health magazine.
Authors Mollod and Tesauro have championed manners ‚Äúmakeovers‚Äù on CNN and The Montel Williams Show. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Great marriages don't just happen--they're made, intentionally, day by day. Yet most of us enter the covenant of marriage thinking that the role of spouse
will be easy, natural, effortless. Rarely is this true. In fact, the number one cause of divorce isn't adultery or finances or disagreements. It's apathy--a lack of
intentional emotional, physical, and mental investment in the relationship. With engaging stories and clear, simple language, pastor Kevin A. Thompson
explains the three critical roles of a spouse--friend, partner, and lover--and shows how to nurture those roles in order to keep a marriage healthy and strong.
Using solid biblical principles, he helps couples understand how to grow their friendship, be a supportive partner through the good times and the bad, and
develop a healthy and satisfying sex life. Friends, Partners, and Lovers offers essential insight for couples at any stage of marriage but will be especially
helpful to those who are struggling and those who are engaged or newly married and looking to start their marriage on strong footing.

Out West
Contains monthly column of the Sequoya League.
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